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ABSTRACT

A !icory of microwave breakdown in sit capable of Pre
*dicting the electlde field srengths at breakdown a s e £Jnctlon of* a'mettyp frequency. pressure, knd pule s d

*.68I the power handi 1) capacities of conventional wavegulde'
syses tnuat coxil and cylindrical waveguides ste

3Yc.ns cicaza~cail

co nsidered for both ew and pilsed breakdown. The TE '1,

I

,ure fo " l t e eadow el ectic Hel arpreseonte as a functiaon

" - L'of expedmental parameters so that the power huanc pn dl 1y COO
• [ he computed for any act of conditions. Typical curves lot the

" breakdown power as a function of pressure and pulso width ro proe-
4a . . seated lot the common wayveguide systems. The effects of tep*91-

don Mre, pulse shape, standias waves, p, temperature, and
extemal radiation are discussed.
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L PURPOSE
"" . Numerous attIcle on the power handling capacity in air of standard wavegulde systemsW6VO been reporited 14 which the effects of wavegulde size, frequency. ad gas pressure have bee.

4 Included." The Calculation* Of Power handling capacity In these reports are based on the as-
. "~ptions that the maximum electric breakdown field is 30k-r/em At 60311sp4ede pressurte and that

the breakdown power is ptoportona to the square of the pressure. Recent wodc at Microwave
Associates, Inc. 8 under Navy contract Nobst6329 has proven that the above assumptioas are in-
-correct. A theory for breakdown I* air at microwave frequencies was developed and verified overa wide range of experimental parameters. The availability of a woritng theory of breakdown, caps-
ble of predicting the breakdowa electric field as a function of pressure, frequency, pulse width,and geometry, necessitateas a recalculation of the power handling ,;Vachies of the standard wave-'fguide systems. In this handbook the theory Is applied to pr.-dicting the breakdown power capacities
of rectangular, coaxial, and circular waveguldes to a function of experimental pararneters. The
calculations are performed for the most common waveguide sizes and frequencies and ace presented*In both graphical and tabular form. However, from the curves presented, the power handling ca-.
patty can be calculaed for any particular wavegulde size and frequency. A qualitative descripiokof the phenomena controlling breakdown is discussed so that the application of the theory to
practical systems can be better understood and properly utilized.

.4 IIn SYMBOLS

a - electron density (electrons per e.c)
vi - frequency or number of electrons Ionized pet second per electron- iI, -frequency of number of electrons attached per second per electron-
D - electron diffusion coefficient

p - pressure normalized to 20 C(2930') (mm HS)
P ptessute at any temperature (mM 11g)

Era . Ms value of the microwave field (volt/cm)
Re Ee - effective d.c. field (volt/cm)
A. * free space wavelength (cm). - radian frequency of appled field (trdians/second)

PCs'e  "electron collision frequency (5.3 x 109po) (collisions/sec)

r -power pulse wid.b (sec)
d - separation between two infinite parallel places
<Vl >/p0 time average of
P . Microwave power (watts)

T - gas temiperature (OK)

ft, f2 - lower and upper limits of rated frequency range of waveguide
A. * cut-off wavelength (cm)

A - guide wavelength (cm)
ab - width and height of rectangular war >22de (cm).r,,rl - radii of Inner and outer conductors of coaxial waveguide (cm)

to - radius of cylindrical wsveguide (cm)



111. THEORY OF BREAKDOWN

In a bigh frequency gas discharge'bteakdown, the primary Ionization 4,ie to the electron

Sd mot Is the only production mechanism which controls breakdown. The dischotge breakdown oc-

V I. ! uts when the production in electron density due to the ionization of the gas becomes greater than
ato equal to the 103s of electrons by diffusion to the surrounding wall* and attachment to neutral gas

molecules. A detailed study of the build-up of the discharge is obtained from considering the co-

tinuhy equation toy electrons

S vi an + V2(D)

Eq. (1) states that the net number of electrons produced per second, Gn/at, is equAl to the number

of electrons produced per second by ionization, vin, less the number of electrons lost per second*

by attachment, van, and the number of electrons lost per second by diffusion, -V 2(Da).

The coefficients v, Ya and D are obtained .'s a function of electron average energy from mem sure-
meats of dtift velocity, average energy, Townsend lonizatica coefficient, aud attachment coefficient
which have been reported in the literature from experiments involving d.c. electric fields. The solution

of Eq. (1) is feasible provided the correlation between average electroo energy and the applied
microwave field has beer established.

A study o' 'ne electron motion In a microwave field shows that the electron average
energy will be modulated in time at a frequency which is twice the microwave frequency. The de-

gree of energy modulation depends upon the ratio of the electron energy relaation time to the

period ot oscillation. In air, V4ere the energy losses due to molecular vibrational and totatlonai In-

elastic collisions are large compared to the energy losses due to elastic collisions, the electrons
lose their energy very rapidly so that the electwu energy relaxation time can be comparable and
even smaller than the period of oscillations

At low pressures or short wavelengths, the energy rete, vatn time Is large compared to

a a period so that the degree of energy mo~iksatlon is negligible aid the e.lictron average energy can

be considered as independent of time. In this case, the high keq-.'ency held can be replaced by a
properly defined effective d.c. field according to

Be ES 1+ (cf/'), (2)

,he term [1 + (W/r ) 2]1 Is a measure of the efficiency of ene.oy t%4sfer fom tht microwa7e

field to the electron. The efficiency of energy transfer decreases a I the pressure or wavelength
d€creses, with the efficiency term becoming important for poX l.cI hen 200. A plot of E,,m,/E
as a function of pcX is shown in Figure 1. The coefficients in Eq. (1) can be d4 termined directly

by considering E. as an equivalent d.c. field.

For peX larger than 250, the energy relaxation time becomes comptable to the period

and the degree of enegy modulation becomes important. The actual time variation of the electron

energy In t given microwave field is determined from a solution of che energy balance equation.

The solution of avetage energy as a function time coupled with the known varation of v1 , s , and

D with average energy determines the time variation of vj, v,, and D. These functions are now

I,2
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averaged over time, since it is the ayerage value of the coefficients which is important. The time

average of the diffusion coefficient is f ikly independent of the degree of energy ,m.adulation and

can be determined directly from the values 9f E0 as in the low pressure-wavelength case. 'However,

this Is not the tuatlmon for the frequencieP -f ionization and attachment. The time average of

(vI - 'a))p* as a function of E%/po is s&wn In Figure 2 for various values of pox. It is observed

• .. that the effect of energy modulatim is r4'i c'ease significantly the net average rate of the electron

""production. This occurs since the loniz,.oof rate increases very rapidly with the electron 'enezy
so that the peaks of suergy in the modufl iSon cycle produce large values of electon ionization.

Por simplicity, it is desirable to condensfr these curves to one single curve. This Is readily c

complished by normalizing the various CUcV4s to the curve corresponding to pjA-O. The crane.
formation is given by

of! --)a A s/,o (3)

where A, the normUizing factor, is plorde.d as a fuction of poX in Figure 3. Thus all the curves

are reduced to the one curve correspondiii to P*X - 0. The value of E./Po corresponding to a

Sgven value of (An ') and poX can be 4adined'by subtracting A from the normalized value of
p.

e/p., L.es the value of E /po oo.espndAog to POX - 0.

The most general solution o(f't continuity equation, Eq. (1) can be written as

' . n~n,/ o)  [< ' J'>/p. + (V2Dn)/PonlPotl, (4)

;' " Ut~ where ao Is the residual electon density gioduced by external radiation, which way be in the form

of a radioactive source neat the dincharge Aeglon, nb Is the electron density at breakdown, and tb
Is &be tim' at which breakdown occurs. ,. (4) is a boundary value problem since the condition

that die electron density Is zero at the w*Xs of the surrounding vessel must be satisfied. Three.

distinct breakdowa conditions will be tief.d; breakdown using cv. pewer, breakdown using a single
rectangutlar pulse, and breakdown using refaguldt pulses at various ,,petition frequencies. For

discussion sake, the case of breakdown le.Aween two infinite prallei plates, separated by a dis-

lance d with a uniform electric field willf i 0osidefed.

~~A. CWlreakdowa!/--
T.he condition for cw bgeskdowp :i that the production of electrons Is equal to the loss

of electrons and Is expressed by the tel i

<V + V2((D)/n - o ()

This Is evident from Eq.(4) stce the den'*Y at breakdown, which has a finite value, is allowed

to Wild up In an infinlte "Ime. The sohiut,9 of Eq. (5) is shown in Figue 4 for the case of infinite
parallel plate where the normalized value .9 f S 0/p, is plotted to a function of the variable pod,

pressure times gap distance. It Is seen &'t for large values of pod, attachment is the dominant

loss mechanisn so dit the breakdown fiei3 becoc.e independent of the dimenslons of the con*
taining vessel. As diffusion becomes imp.ntac or as the value of A changes, the value of E/pc
as a function of pressure Is not constant j,.i4 rather increases with decreasing pressure, thus

emphasizing the error in the assumption "P the power is proportional to the square of the pressure.
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Because of the normalization process, the curve for (Ee/po)n is independent of poX. However,
the value of Et -/p at 'a given value of pok and pod is readily computed from Figure 4 by IiS

the curves of Figure I and3.

B. Single Pulse Eteakdown.

When a pulse cf miciowave power Is applied, the condition that there exists a balance

between the electron production and electron loss Is no longer valid since the breakdown must

ocoar within a finite time interva, l. In the case of single pulse breakdown, the power pulse of

width r seconds Is applied individually so that there is no influence of one pulse on the succeed-

h,. one. For this condition Eq. (4) becomes

( nb/n)/p o  m, <vi-'>/po+ (V2Dn)/pon (6)

Figure 5 shows the single pulse breakdown curve for the normalized effective fie!d as a functioa

: of pressure times pulse width for various values of pod. It is observed that as por decreases the

• effect of diffusion In removing electrons from the discharge region is minimized. In addition in

ibe limit of high pressure or long pulse width, the pulsed breakdown field approaches the cw value..

" The ratio of nkV, Is assumed to be 0 since this ratio yields the best agreement between theory
S .and experiment. Because cf the logarithmic nature of the ratio, an order of magnitude change In

* - .i nb/no c)ht ges the lreakdown field values by only a percent or so.

C. Multi-Pulse Breakdown

" I . Application of a series of microwave pulses at a given repetition rate can have the

.i effect of lowering thebreakdown field b.low that for the single pulse breakdown. Electrous pro-

. . duced Jn one pulse, aithough not sufficient to produce breakdown can increase the Initial electro

I density for the succeeding pulse and eventually a pulse will occur in which breakdown ca take
*"place. The condition &at such a process Is easible depends on the removal mechanisms of the

electrons during the interpulse period. Unfortunately there exists very little information concirning

these removal mechanisms in air. Figure 6 shows experimental datas of the normalized breakdowa

" field as a function of repetition rate for various pressures using a 0.8 microsecond pulse under coa-

ditions of Infinite parallel plate geometry. It Is seen that there exists a region of breakdown field
which is Independent of repetition rate, the single pulse breakdown field; a transition to the con-

didos where the repetition rate becomes important; and at higher repetition rates, not shown, the

breakdown field would approach tl+. cw value. From 300 to 1000 mm Hg, the breakdown field at

1000 c.p. is essentially the same as the single pulse breakdown value. Thus the single pulse
Ibreakdown conditions wrposes an upper limit on the value of the breakdown field, the cw breakdown
Sconditions places a lower limit on the field, sand the multiple breakdown field can be anywhere'

within these limits dependng on the experimental conditions.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL LIMITATIONS

Before proceeding to the computation's of the power handling capacities of practical

wavegulde systems, it is desirable to discuss !he effects and limitetim.+ of a nimber of eXpeti-

mental parameters. Tiese factors must be taken into account in any erpertimental investigation And

In proper interpretation of the theoretical breakdown curves to be presented in the following sections.

. . 4
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, .... A. Effects of Pulse Shape an Break.down •"

V

"In developing the theory of pulsed breakdown, it has been assumed that the pulses of

microwave power at rectangular in shape. In Practice, such is not the case. However, most

pulses can be represented to the first approximation as trapezoidal In shape. A typical envelope

of a microwave pulse Is shown In Figure 7 as the solid line. The equivailent'trapezoid used to

approxlmate this pulse Is represented by the dotted Hne. The hatched portion represents the

portion of the pulse which will contribute to breakdown; I.e. that portion of the pulse in which the

electric field Is larger than the ew value. Calculations show that for t /t 2 and t3/t 2 less than

one, the trapezoid pulse way be replaced by an equivalent rectangular pulse of width t. seconds.
'" For example, the equivalent rectangular pulse in Figure 7 is 0.8 microseconds. Therefore, In

Interpreting the theoretical breakdown curves, the equivalent rectangular pulse width of the power.

-. pulse should be used. In general, for more complicated pulse shapes, the value of the breakdown

field must be computed numerically from Eq. (1). For this case, a definition of pulse width is no

L, longer applicable and each case of breakdown must be computed individually.
-~'* 7 The calculations of peak power.from iverage power measrements involves a different

definition of pulse width. For an arbitrary pulse shape the relation between average power and

peak power Is given by

• •P-average repetition te X IPrek de (7)

The peak power is integrated over %he time of the pulse. For the trapezoidal pulse, the time

.t + (tI" + t3)/21 is the corresponding rectngular pulse width which Is used In interpretin& the
power measurements. rh Figure 7, the actual atea under the pulse was measured yielding a pulse

" .wl o s plcrosecond to be used in the calculation of peak power. This differentiation in the
defioitlo ,lse width must be considered for proper interpretation of the experimental measure.

- Monte.

' B. Effects Of An External Radioactive Source On Breakdown

nA sufficiently strong radioactive source is necessary In order to nsure that a sufficient
number of electrons are present in the d'scharge region so that the statistical fluctuations in the

,* - breakdown field are minimized. In the experiments at Microwave Associates, Inc. a radioactive

source of cobalt 60, 80 millieurie in strength, was used. A typical curve of the sparking probability,

, I e. the number of breakdowns per pulse, as a function of relative Incident power for various values
('. of lead thickness between the source and the dischutge region is shown in Figure 8. The conditions

* of the measurements ate atmospheric pressure, 0.8 microsecond pulse width, and 1000 c.p.a. repe.

4 ' rition rate. The number of breakdowns is determined from the number of light impulses detected by

a photomultiplier which are counted on a standard Berkeley counter. Thls work and the results

reported by Cooper 9 demonstrate that the sparking probability is a function of the irradiation con-

ditions of the dischaige region and microwave field, whereas, there exists a threshold value of

breakdown field which is fairly insensitive to the irradiation conditions. The theoretical pulsed

breakdown field represents the minimum field necessary for breakdown and, consequently, is
associated with e;e chrev?:,'ld value of breakdown. Rather than establishing the threshold field

* from cuves as shown in Figure 8, which can present a tedious task, the threshold field can be

1,'
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assumed whenasarklng probability of 10*1:xists. Thus a strong radioactive sourtce is desirable

condition and to enhance the accuracy and reproducibility of the threshold field miessurements.

C Effects Of Temperature and Altitude On Breakdon

All gat pressures used in the computation of breakdown electric field values must be'

referred to 200C (293'K). Since the mechanism* controlling breakdown depend upon gas density, It

was necessary to normalize the pressure to some convenient reference temperature. For ay given

condition of pressure, p, and temperature, T(OK), the pressure normalized to 20OC, pot Is readily

computed from the expression

(293/Th'(8

In considering the pressure corresponding to a given altitude above sea level, It Is necessary to

correct for the change In So* temperature with altitude. Figure 9 shows pressure, normalized to

201C, as a function of altitude 10. The correction for the decrease in gas temperature as the alti-

tude Increases has been included in Figure 9.

D. Variation of Breakdown Power with Voltage Standing Wave Ratio.
The breakdown power capacitiets ace computed on the assumption that: no standing

waves exist in the section o( wavegulde of interest. The presence of a standing wave, and hence

a mismatch, will deteriorate the power handling capacity of the system. The relation between the

*actual breakdown power, P, and the breakdown power for a matched waveguide system, Pat As a
I function of voltage standing wave ratio, VSWR, Is given by

Pn (2VSWR/(VSVR + 1)I(9

This'relationship is plotted in Figure 10. Ile breakdown power computed in the following sections

must be corrected for any standing waves present In the discharge -region according to Eq. (9).

L. Variation of Breakdown Power With Repetition Rate
The breakdown powers for both cw and single pulso, conditions for the various watve.

guide systems are computed in the following sections. A quantitative treatment of the effect of

repetition rate on breakdown power Is not available because of the lack of information concernling

* the Interpulse electron removal mechanisms. However, the single pulse breakdown conditionim.
poses an upper limit on the breakdown power whereas the ew breakdown condition Imposes a lower

limit on the breakdown poawer. Measurements of breakdown power as a function of repetition rate in.

dicate that there exists at wide range of repetition rates In which the single pulse breakdown condi-

tions ate valid. This range of repetition rate Is given approxlimrtely by the condition that the repeti.

dona rare be lea than three times the pressure. Figure 11 shows the region of repetition rare in

* which the single pulse breakdown conditions are valid. For the region where single pulse breakdown

conditions are not valid, the variation of breakdown power with repetition rate must be determined
exerimentolly In order to obtain an accurate value of breakdown power.

[% K->V .



V. RECTANGULAR VAVEGUIDES.
The breakdown power as a function of. operating parameters will be considered for the

rigid tectangular waveguide operating In the dominant or TE1 o mode. The electric field c€nfigu-

ration for this mode In terms of the .m.s. field is

E m Cos'Va X/a) (10)

The maximum field Intensity Is parallelto the narrower dimension of the guide, midway between the

side walls and Is Independent of the distance from the wide faces of the guide. The relation be-

tween the power catried by the wavegulde ad the maximum r.m.s. electric field Is

P 1.33 x 10 3(nb)(X )(Es,.) 2  (11)

I Vthe field E9. is expressed in vo;t/cm, and the dimensions of the guide, a ssl b, ate expressed

in centimeters, the power, P, is obtained in watts. The guide wavelength is given by

. . A. - l- (A/) 2 l (12)

P-where the cut-off wavelength, Is equal to 2a. A plot of A/As as a function of X/lc is shown

in Figure 12. Curves for comp4tng b.eakdown'power will be given for different ratios of a/b. The'

following will be considered:

. • .1) Full height waveguide; a/b equal to 2

2) Naro height waveguide; a/b equalte

The 2.3) Narrow height wavegde; a/b greater than 8

The conditions of breakdown are detei'nined from a sokution of the following differential equation

obtained from the continuity equation, Eq. (4)

Ji
ta~(abn.)/Poa. <1'a,>Po +r Da D2 J /P(13

S,

The coefficient Y1 , Yaa and D are functions of position in space since the electric field is a

function of position according to Eq. (10). Eq. (13) is solved subject to the boundary conditions

that the electron density vanish along the inside walls of the waveguide.

* The solution of Eq. (13) yields the ratio of normalized effective breakdown field to
pressure as a function of experimental parameters. The normalized effective breakdown field is
transformed to the corresponding r.m.s. field by applying the correction for energy modulation ac-

cording to Eq. (3) and Figure 3 and the correction for efficiency of energy transfer Accotding to
Eq. (2) and Figure 1. These corrections depend on the product of pressure times wavelength so

* that the power, given by Eq. (1), depends on frequency not only through the term (A) but also

through the r.m.s. field. In comparing the various wavegulde sizes, it Is more convenient to trans-

form Eq. (11) to the following form

P( A/)/ab(po) 2 
. 1.33 x 10*3(Ea.s/p) 2  , X (14)

7
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For a given wveguide size, K will be a function of frequency because of the frequency dependence

of Era. Therefore, in presenting values of X at breakdown as a function of experimental parn-

mcters, the mid-band frequency of the particular waveguide is used in the calculations. The data

will be presented so that the breakdown power can be computed for any frequency over the operating

range of the wavegulde and for ny particular experimental conditions.

A. CW Breakdown Power,

The solution of Eq. (13) for the condition of cw breakdown is shown In Figure 13. The
ratio of normalized cw breakdown field to pressure is plotted as a function of pressure times the
height of the wavegulde for values of a/b equal to 2, 4, and greater than . From Figure 13 and

Eqna. (2), (3), and (11), the cw breakdown power can be computed for all rectangular waveguides as

a function of pressure. Table I shows the list of the RETMA standard for rigid rectangular wave-

guides. Included are the frequency range for the dominant TE 10 mode, the waveguide inside dimen-

sions, the cut-off wavelength of the TE 0 mode, and the ew power rating at atmospheric pressure

.for the lowest and the highest frequency. The cw breakdown power in terms of K is plotted as a

function of pressue in Figure 14. The curves for the most common waveguides at midband frequency

Ate shown. It is obvious from Figure 14 that the ratio of breakdown power to pressure, Pp* 2, is

not constant as a function of pressure. The deviation becomes especially important at higher fte-

quencieM and at lower pressures. The assumption that breakdown measurements taken at low"

pressures In a given waveguide system can be extrapolated to higher pressures by asumg P/po2-

constant will leaa to erroheous values for the higher pressure breakdown power. Any particular

wavegulde size and frequency not included in Figure 14 can be computed directly from Figure 13.
• Typical examples of the computation for breakdown power will be givers In a following section.

B. Pulsed Et:akdown Power

The solution of Eq. (13) for the condition of single pulse breakdown Is shown In

Figures 15 and 16. The ratio of the normalized single pulse breakdown field to pressure Is plotted

s at function of pressure times pulse width for various values of pressure times waveguide height.

Figure 15 corresponds to the condition of */b equal to two and Figure 16 corresponds to the con-

dition of a/b greater than 8. The curve for s/b equal to four is not shown but can be computed by

Interpolation from Figures I W WG.." iAalue of nb/no equal to 108 Is used in computing Figures

15 and 16. This value Implies a rather large external radioactive source ia the .ickty of the
ge region, however, even in the ease of no ext.rnal source it includes breakdown due to

ofth omuttonfo rekdw pow r l egv In a folown ueto2
occasional large bursts of cosmic radiation. The single pulse breakdown power in terms of K is

plotted as & function of.pressure for a pulse width of one microsecond In Figure 17. The breakdown

power (or anyother pulse width can be computed directly from Figure 15. Figure 18 shows the

single pulse breakdown power In terms of K as a function of pulse width at atmospheric pressure.

These curves are different for other values of pressure. The curves for WR-187, WR,284, and

WR650 at identical and the factor K is independent of frequency for these three waveguides.

C. Numerical Examples Of The Breakiown Power Calculations

Examples of the procedure to follow in computing the breakdown power for a given set

of conditions will be presented by outlining in detail the solution of a number of typical problems
for each wavegulde system.

-- y8.
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1) Problem: Compare the *lngle pulse breakdown power of WR-112 and WR-90 waveguides at 40 mm

Hs us1g a rectangular power pulse of 1/2 microsecond pulse width and a frequenc)
Of 9000 meacycles/sec at 200C.

Solution: The solution for each waveguide will be considered separately but tabulated side -by
side..

WR-112 WR-90

a) Using Table I compute the following (ab) 3.59 .2.33
quantities (/Ad 0.584' 0.728

pob  0.5 40.8.

. .. 13 13

b) From Figure. 12 determine (,/),S) 0.810 0.682

c) From Figure 15 determine (E*/po)a '51 51

d) From Figure 3 determine '- 0.5 0.'
and using Eq. (3) E /pO"  50.5 50.5

* e) Multiply by'p, to obtain Ee  2020 2020

1" f) From Figure i determine EMa/Es 1.03 1.03
and compute Em* 2080 2080

-') From Eq. (11) compute P 16.7 kw 9.2 kw

*[ 4For the conditions of the problem thebreakdown power of VR-112 Is 16.7 kilowatts and the
breakdown power of VR-90 is 9.2 kilowatts.

2) Problem: Compare the cw breakdown power of WR-187 for both full height and half height wave-
* guide at 5000 megacycles/sec. The pressure is 20 mm Hg at 100°C.

Solution: The solution for each case will be considered separately but tabulated side by side.

Full Height Half Height

a) Normalize the pressure according p0  15.7 15.7
*  ,to Eq. (8) to 200C.'

b) Using Table I compute the following (ab) 10.3 5.25
quantities (A lAd 0.632 0.632

p~b 34.8 17.4
po A 95 95

* , c) From Figure 12 determine (./A 8) 0.773 0.773

,.;, .d) From Figure 13 determine (E/p,)n 33 34.5

Ii9
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. . . ... Full Height Half Height

e) From Figure 3 determne A 0.3 0.3

• and using Eq. (3) E./p 32.7 34.2

f) Multiply by pe toi Be  514 "7

S) From Figure I determine Eros/Es 1.07 1.07

and compute E- 8  550 575

h).Fzom Eq. (10) compute P 3.25 kw 1.78 kw

For the conditions of the problem the breakdown power for full height guide is 3.23 kilowatts

and .t half height guide 1.78 kilowatts.

-3) Problem: Compute the single pulse breakdown power of WR-19 wavegulde operating at 1600 min1*>2. Hg and 20°C using a rectangular power pulse of 0.1 mcrosecond in width and a

frequency of 50,000 megacycles/sec.

• Solution: W-9

a) Using Table 1, compute the (ab) 0.116

*following quantities X/A e  0.615

pob-  384
.- , .A0Pox

i: "~P . "r 1.6 x w04

b) From Figure 12 determine A/A 0.79

c)'From Figure 15 determine. (E*/p.) a 37.3

d) From Flgure 3 determine 3.7

and using Eq. (3) El/p o  33.6
e) From Figure 1 determine Erms/E 1

!f) Multiply by po to obiin Emo 53,800

S) From Eq. (10) compute P 354 kw

Thus the single pulse breakdown power for the above conditions in WR-19 wavegulde Is

354 kilowatts.

VI. COAXIAL WAVEGUIDES

The breakdown power as a function of operating parameters will be considered for the
rigid coaxial waveguide operating in the dominatorTEM mode. The electric field configuration

for this mode in terms of the r.m.s. field Is

B -" Etm(ri/r) (15)

The maximum field Intensity occurs at the inner conductor radius, r1 , and is represented by Ena.

10
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The relation between the power carried by the waveguide ond the maximum r.m.s. electric field is

p-. (r1) 2 n(r 2 /r 1 ) (Ero) 2/30 (16)

'The calculatlons of breakdown ficid are performed for coaxial systems having an impedance of 50

oh. s. This corresponds to a ratio of outer conductor to inner conductor, r2/r1 , of 2.73. The con-

.. oditions of breakdown are determined from a solution of the followiug differential equation obtained

' - .froa the continuity equation, Eq. (4)

1 61 (L2(

'Ihe coefficients v, v'a and D are functdons of radius aince the electric field varies according

qto Eq. (t3). Eq. (17) is solved subject to the boundary conditions that the electron density

ilsh along the walls of the inner and outer conductor. The solution of Eq. (17) yields the

rioe of normalized effective breakdown fie d to pressure as a function of exporimental parameters.

In comping the breakdown power of the various coaxial sizes, It Is more convenient to trans-

frm Eq. (16)to the following form'

' P/(po ) 2  ..027t,(E,./po) 2  , K (18)

For each coaxal size, K will be computed for a typical frequency. The data will be presented so

that the breakdown power can be computed for any frequency over the operating range of the co-

cial wavegulde and for any particular azpeiauentsl conditions.

A. CV Brelcdown Power

The solution of Eq. (17) for the condition of cw breakdown is shown in Figure 19.

The ratio of normalized cw breakdown field to pressure Is shown as a function of pressure times
Inner conductor radius for a ratio r 2 /r, equal to 2.3. From V vure 19 and Eqns. (2), (3), and

(16), the cw breakdown power can be computed for all coimnil waveguides of 50 ohm impedance

as a function of pressure. Table II shows the list of stAndard coaxial waiveguides, Included ae

- d"the frequency range for the dominant TEM mode, the inner and outer conductor dimensions and die
cw power rating at atmospheric pressure. The cw breakdown power in terms of K is plotted s a
function of pressuie in Figure 20. The curves for the most common coaxial sizes and typical

I frequencies are shown. Any particular coaxial size and frequesicy not included in Figure 20 can

be computed directly from Figure 19. Typical examples of the calculation for breakdown power

* will be given in a following section.

B. Pulsed Breakdown Power

The solution of Eq. (17) for the condition of single pulse breakdown Is shown in

FIgure 21. The ratio of the normalized single pulse breakdown field to pressure is plotted fs a

function of pressure times pulse width for vutious values of pressure times inner conductor radius.

A value of nb/n o equl to 101 Is -'led In computing Figure 21. The single pulse breakdown power

In terms of X for the most common coaxial systems Is plotted as a function of pressure for a pulse

width of one microsecond in Figure 22. The breakdown power for any other pulse width can be

2L
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computed directly from Figure 21. Figure 23 shows the single pulc breakdown power in terms
of K as a function of pulse width at atmospheric pressure. These curves are different for other

values of pressue. The curves for RG153/U, RG14/U, and RGIS2/U are identical and t6e

factor IC is independent of frequency for these three coaxial waveguides. These curves ijz'rcsene
typical operation under normal pulsed conditions.

**,,I C. Numerical Examples Of The Breakdown Power Calculations
1) Problem: Compute the cw ',teakdown power of RG154/U coaxial waveguide operating ac

100 mm Hg and 20 0C and at a frequency of 1000 megacycles/sec.
Solution. RGI54/U

a) Using Table 11 compute the 11 .. 30
following quantities Pori 167

peA 3000

b) From Figure 19 determine (Ee/Po)0  33.8

c) From Figure 3 de'termine 3.5
sad using Eq. (3) (E4 /P) 28.3

d) Multiply by p. to obtain . 283,1

.1*. *) Fiom Figure I determine •rm/E.

" and hence E 2830

f) From Eq. (16) or (18) compute P 625 kw

T*i "For the conaitions of the problem the cw breakdown power of RG154/U coaxial waveguide is

625 kilowatts..

2) Prol'lem: Compute the single pulse beAkdown power of RG1SE/U coaxial wavegude
operating at 760 mm Hg and -150C and using a rectangular power pulse of 2

microseconds In width and a frequency of 9000 megacycles/sec.

SSolution: RGI1.

* a) Normalize the pressure accotding po 860

to Eq. (8) to 20C

b) Using Table 11 compute the . 0.159
following quantities P0 t1  137

po~s 2800

por 1.72 x 10

c) From Figure 21 determine (E./po)n 3.8

d) From Figure 3 determine A 5.4
and using Eq. (3) E*/p o  30.4

e) Multiply by Po to obtain Eq 26,200

12
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.f) From Figure Idetermne . AN/E I

and hence E 26,200

. g)From Eq. (16) of (18) compute P 490 kw

The aingle pulse breakdown powir for the above conditions in R0G11/U coaxial waveguide is

"" 490 kilowatts.

VII. CIRCULAR WAVEGUIDE -TE 1 MODE
The breakdown power as a function of operating parameters will be considered foe the

rigid circular wavegude operating in the dominant or TE1 1 mode. The elecuic field eonfiguration

for this mode in terms of tztc maximum r.m.s. field in-

r[2J V"84r/o)

(19)

* .Ee Eras [1.(0.84r/. - 1.84tro) Cos G
IJ2

where to is the radius of the circular conductor. The electric field has compo nts in the radial

, "direction, E,, and in the angular direction, E9 , and is a function of radius and angle within the

circular cross-sectlon. For simplicity in solving the continuity equation, the angular dependence
of the electric field is removed by considering the electric field to be averaged over angle. Vih
this assumption the magnitude of the electric field at a given radius Is expressed by

E rims 2 1(1.84ro) 2 + [J.(1.84r/ro)- j .84r/ro)J 2H(

1.4-1 ( 1.84r/o J (2)

The relation between the power carried by the waveguide and the maximum t.ms. electric field

Is

P - 3.98 x 103 (ro)2 ( /A) (E,.,) 2  (21)

The guide wavelength Is determined from Eq. (12) and the cut-off wavelength for this mode Is Ac
equal to 3.41r o.

The conditions of breakdown are determined from a solution of the continuity equation,
given by Eq. ( s7),-ubject to the boundary condition that the electron density vanish Wlong the

Inside walls of the cLculr guide. The coeficients Y1 , YA, and D are functions of radius because

of the radial variation of the electric field as determined by Eq. (21). In comparing the breakdown

power of the various cylindrical wavegulde sizes, It Is more convenient to transform Eq. (21) to
* the following form

* *.P(AL$/')/(,oro)2  3.98 x 10"3(Erma/po)2 - IC (22)
For each cylindrical waveguide, K will be computed for the midband frequency.

A. CV Breakdown Power

The solktion of Eq. (17) for the condition of cw breakdown is shown in Figure 24. The

13
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ratio of normalized cw breakdown field to pressure Is plotted as a function of pressure tiaes cn- "

* ductor radius. From Figure 24 and'Eqns. (2), (3), and (21), the cw breakdown power can be com-,

puted as a function of cessure for all circular' waveguide sizes. Table In shows the list of

common wavegulde sizes for TEl'j operation. These waveguide sizes have recently been standard-

Ized by the RETMA. Included in the table are the frequency range lot TEll operation, the wave-

guide dimension, the cutoff wavelength, and the cw power rating at atmospheric pressure. The

"w beeakdown power In terns of X is plotted as a function of pressure in FiguTe 25. The curves
for the common cylindrical sizes and midband frequencies ate shown. Any particular cylindrical
size and fequency not Included In Figure 25 can be computed directly from Figure 24.

B. Pulsed Breakdown Power.

The solution of Eq. (17) for the condition of single pulse breakdown is shown In

Figure 26. The ratio of normalized single pulse breakdown field to pressure Is plotted as a

function of pressure times pulse width for various values of 'pressure times conductor radius. A

value of n In equl to 101 In used In computin in Figure 26 The sile pulse* breakdown"

power n terms of X for the common cylindrical wavegudes is plotted as a function'o( pressure

for s pulse idth of one microsecond in Figure 27. The breakdown power for any other pulse

width can be computed directly from Figure 26.. Figure 28 shows the single pulse breakdown

power In terms'of X as a finction of pulse width at atmospheric pressure. These curves repre-

sotr typical operation under normal pulsed conditions.

C. Numerical Examples oL the Breakdown Power Calculations

1) Problem: Compare the cw and single pulse breakdown powers of WC-28 circular wavegulde

operatIng in the TE11 mode at 24 kilomegacycles/sec. The power pulse Is'.*

microsecond -lse width and the pressure is 300 mia HS at 200.'

Solution: The solution for each condition will be considered separately but tabulated 'side by

-side

C- • ' Single Pulse

a) Using Table 1II compute to .356 .36

hie following quantities A/A, 468 .768

pore 107 107

POX 373 375
•,' Pot. 3 x I0"

b) From Figure 12 determine A/A .64 .64
S

c) From Flgures 24and 26determine tE,/Pe)n 31.0 47.3

d) From Figure 3 determine A .1.4 1.4

and using Eq. (3) E5 /Po 30.4 45.9

e) Multiply by p, to obtain Ee 9,100 13,800

) From Figure 1 determine E, 3 ,/E* 1 1

and compute Elmo 9,100 13,800
g) From Eq. (21) compute P 26.4 kw 61 kw

14
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Pot the conditions of the problem, In WC-28 cIrcular waveuide the cw breakdown pewer Is 26.4

kilowatts and the single pulse br4.,down power is 61 kilowatts.

2) Prablem: Compute the cw breakdown power for VC-39 wavegulde at a pressure of 760 mm HS for

.temperatures of 200C and 2000C. The frequency is 16,000 megacycles/see.

Solution: 20C 2000C

a) Normalize the pressure p 760 470

recording to Eq. (8) to 200C

b)UIn- Table M1 compute the to .754 .754

following quanties (X/X,) .73 .73
• .PA 5%72 314
•. A& "40 880

." c).F"M Figur 12 de~ .'.../ . , .68

d) From Fige 24 determfne ( /po), cirula 31

., . .e) From Figure 3 determine ". ," .. a 4.4 3.4 '

.' nd usig Eq. (3> 2/P6 2.1 28.1

Th'beafkdowm Fnp I deterane eran e w b fjand compute Er as 20, 0 13,200

h) FroM Sq. (21) compute P 650 kw 267 kw

For ebe conditions of the ptblem in VC-59 rcular wavectide the cw b eakdowt power at
• 206C Is 650 kilowatts and at 200°C in 267 kilowatts.

: Vill. CIRCULAR WAVEGUIDE - TEO 1 MOVE

The breakdown power as a function of operati parameters will be considere for thedgid circular wavegude operating In the TEO0 I mode. The electric field configurat~ion for this

. .o mode In terms of the msy~murs r~m.s, field Is

The electric field Is directed perpen dicular to the radial direction and has a null at the center of

r- he wavegulde and at tlhc wodls. The maximum flid intensity occurs at xt value of radius equal

tit 0.48 times the conductor radius. Tl~e relation between the ower carried by the wavesulde and

the maximvm r.m.s. electric field Is

*. P -_3.98x 1" 3 (r0 ) 2 (,X/A) (E. ms) 2  (24)

The guide wavelength Is determined from Eq. (12) and the cut-off wavelenjth for ihis ode is AC

equal to 1.6 4 rV
The condlons of breakdown are determined from a solution of the continuity equatlon,

* 1
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given by Eq. (17, -subject to the boundary condltion that the electon density vanish dons the In-

side walls of t. - :ircular waveulde. The coefficients Pit vat and D are functions of radius
because of the radial variation of the electric field as determined by Eq. (23). In comparing the

• ! ;'"breakdown power of the various cylindrical wavegulde sizes, it is more convenient to tmsform

Eq. (24) to the form of Eq. (22). For each cylindrical wevegulde, I will be computed for the mid-

I bUad frequency.

1 1 A. CW Breakdown Power

t - The solution of Eq. (17) for the condition of cw breakdown is shown in Figure 29 where
the ratio of normalized cw breakdown field to pressure is plotted as a function of pressure times

conductor radius. Table IV shows the list of common wave-uide sizes for TE0 1 operation which
have recently been standardized by the RETMA. Included in the table are the frequency range for

TEe I operation, the waveuiude dimensions, the cut-off wavelength, and the cw power ratng at

astmospheric pressure. The cw breakdown power In terms of K Is plotted as a' function of premsure

in 1,re 30. The curves for the common cylindrical sizes and midband frequencies are shown.

B. P.lsed Breakdown Power .

The solution of Eq. (17) for the condition of single pulse breakdown is shown In Figure
31 where the ratio of normalized single pulse breakdown field to pressure is plotted a a function

of pressure times palse width for various'values of pressure times conductor radius. The single
pulse breakdown power In terms of K for the common cylindrical waveguldes at the midbsad fe
quency Is plotted as a function of pressure for a pulse width of one microsecond In FIgure 32.

Figure 33 shows the single pulse breakdown power in terms of 9 as a function of pulse width at

atmospheric pressure.

DI. CIRCUlAR VAVEGUIDE - TM0 1 MODE

The breakdown power as a function of operating parameters will be considered for the
gd circular waveguide operating iu the TM 0 1 mode. The electric field configuration for this

mode in terms of the maximum r.m.u. field is

EX M Etas J°(2UO°ro:) (

TeEr = E1,, (Ac/A s ) 11(2.405r/ro)

The electric field has components along the axis of the wavegulde, E, add in the radial direction,
E. For nofmal TMOI mode operation, the condition that ro/X is less than 0.76 is satisfied so that

the electric field which controls breasdown is directed along the waveguide axis, L.e. E. Fo

"' this case, the maximum field Intensity occurs in the center of the guide. The relation between the
power carried by the wavegulde and the maximum r.m.s. electric field Is

P - i.4x IO 3 (A/A) 1(4 /A 2 ) (E )2 (26)

9) (o rms 26

The gulde wavelength is determined from Eq. (12) and the cur-off wavelength for this mode is Xe

equal to 2.87cr.

The conditions of breakdown are determined from a soludon of the continuity equation,
give by Eq. (17), subject to the boundary condition that the electin denst a ns h I dn the

16
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* .. Inside wells of the circular guide. In compaing the breakdown powero the various waveguide

' .sizes, It is convenient to transform Eq. (26) to the following form

r i ' " " PO.S/) (%/ro) 2/(po/ro) 2  15.4 x iO"(Er./p.)' K (27)

* For each cylindrical wavetulde, K will be computed for & typical kequency of operation.

A. CW teakdown Power
The solution of Eq. (17) for the condition of cw breakdown Is shown In Figure 34 where

the ratio of normalized cw breakdown field to pressure Is plotted as a function of pressure times
conductor radius. As yet the circular wavegude sizes for TM., operation have not been standard-

ized by the RETUA. Table V shows a list of common wavegulde sizes for TM01 operation with

I. typical ope'ating frequencies. The waqefuide dimensions, cut-off wavelength, and the cw power

satint at atmospheric pressure are included in the table. The cw breakdown power in terms of K

Is plotted as a function of pressure in Figure 33. The curves for the common cylindrical sizes
and typical frequencies ate showa.

B. Pulsed Bre kdovn Power
The solution of Eq. (17) for the condition of 'single pulse bteakdown is shown in

"Flgure 36 where the ratio of nomalized single pulse breakdown field to pr-ssure is plotted as a
function of pressure times pulse width for various values of pressure times conductor radius. The

single pulso'breakdown power In terms of X for the common waveguides at typical frequencies is .plotted" *s•fonton of pressure for a pulse width of one microsecond nFue 7Fgre:1

shows the single pulse breakdown power In terns of K as f-uction of pulse wid~th at atmospheric

17
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TABLE I.

- STAHDARD RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDES

Dimensions and wave Properties

INSIDE DIM ENSIONS CUT-OFF CW BREAK DOWN

DEGNTION RANGEsc/ (tches) (cHti WAVELENGTH POWER-760 ma He

* R2 .6 3952 .8 1.3 7.2 3.0 1.

WR770 0.96 1.45 7.70 3.85 19.6 2.78 39.1 57.30 81.3

WR650 L12 1.8 6.80 3.27 16.7 8.26 33.0 40.2 8.0
WR510 1.43 2.20 5.10 2.55. 12.9 6.48 25.9 25.3 35.8

VR430 1.70 7.0 4.3 2.15 10.9 .46 21.8 17.7 25.2

WP30 2.20 8.20 3.40 1.70 8.64 4.52 .7 11.90 16.0

VR284 2.60 1.90 2.84 1.4 7.21 3.40 14.4 7.30 10.4

WR229 3.30 4.90 2.29 1.14 5.82 2.91 4.6 5.30 7.10

TR187 3.9 1.8 1.87 .872 4.76 2.22 9.51 3.20 4.50

WR59 4.90 7.05 1.59 .795 4.04 2.02 8.08 2.70 3.50
WR 137 5;.85 8.20 1.37 .622 3.49 1.5S8 6.97 1.90 2.50

TRI12 7.05 10.0 1.12 .497 2.87 1.26 .70 1.24 1.64

VR90 8.20 12.4 .90D .400 2.29 1.02 4.57 .730 1.10

1R7 10.0 5.0 .750 .17 1.91 .953 3.81 .000 .86

YR62 12.4 18.0 .622 .311 1.58 .790 1.16 .440 .600

WR51 40.0 22.0 .10 .29 1.30 .648 2.59 .000 .410
W'R42 18.0 26.5 .420 .17" 1.07 .432 2.13 .160 .240

WR34, 22.0 33.0 .340 .170 .866 .432 1.73 .130 .185

• WR28 26 3 40.0 .280 .140 .711 .356 1.42 .095 .145

WRt22 33.0 5;0.0 .224 .112 .569 .284 1.14 .062 .090

W;R19 40.0 60.0 . 188 .094 .487 .239 .974 .047 .064

WR15 50.0 75.0 .148 .074 .376 .188 .752 .029 .042

WR12 60.0 90.0 .122 .061 .310 .15 .620 .020 .029

WRIO 75.0 110 .100 .050 .254 .127 .508 .014 .020

'L1.........
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RGIS2/U .3 650 30 6.13 3.30 I10tIRG154/U .3 1.300 30 3.13 1.67 29

-RGIS3/IJ . 2,700 50 1.61 2.1054

-PGZ 33/U .5 3,300 50 .873 A432 21

SRG151/U .5 10,000 30 .3 73 .159 .3 50



TAL I I

StANDARD CIRCULAR WAYEGUIDES

Dimensions ond Ws-. Properties hrt TE1 Mode

RETA REUECYRAGE INSIDE INSIDE CUT-OFF jCV BREAKDOWN

ETM FRQUNCYLAG9 DIAMETER RAM-US wAvELENGTHj POWER-760 an Hs
DESIGNATION (koc/soc) (megawatts) ~ )

V C-94 8.49 11.6 .938 L 19 4.06 L I 1.78

TC5 34 1. 54 .754 2.7 .46 .75

WC-38 .21.2 29.1 .35 .476 .1.62 .19 .33

WC2 83 .88 21 .356 1.21 .11 .19I C-14 56. 7 . 141 .179 .610 .033

020
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, TABLE IV

" STANDARD CIRCULAR' WAVEGUIDES

.. Dimtnsios and Wave Proprties far TE 1 Mod*

R4SIDR INSIDE CUT-OFF CT DREA)CDOWN•~REM "F" InN QUENCY RANGSt
* -- A FQNYAG DIAMETER RADIUS WAVELENGTH POWEi-760 an HS

DESIGNATION (knc/..c) (lackes (cm) (cm). (meaawst.)
S f2 f

WC-240 ' 7.2$ 9.98 2.403 3.055 5.01 8.1 12

WC-128 13.6 18.7 1.281 1.63 2.67 2.45 3.6

VC W-94 18.6. 25.6 .938 1.19 1.59 1.35 2.1

-C.59 29.3 40.4 .594 .754 1.235 .59 .89

VC-33 53.1 73.1 .328 .416 .682 .20 .29
*t: " 1*- .
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TABLE V

Vt. . . STANDARD CIRCULAR WAYEGUIDES

Dlmefislons and Wave Properties for TM 01 Mod*

BAN4D F1REQUENCY ISDINDE CUTOFi CV BREAKCDOWN

DESIGNAT70N (oc/sec) DIAMETER RADIUS WAVELENGTH POWER-760saHS
(In1ches) (cm) (cm) (J~wts

x 9,373 1.165 1.48 3.87 1.63

$.Kit 16,000 .683 .s67 2.26 .58

K 24,000 .453 .578 1.51 .28'

Ka . 35,000 :312' :396 1:03 .4

4-m 00. 6-19 .1 .3

& 22
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